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Doide – a Medieval stone quarry ?
Julian Overnell, Kilmore
At the south end of the Taynish peninsular, near Keilmore is a small old
church (marked “Chapel” on the 1:50,000 map) at NR 690,805. This is
now a little museum containing
some magnificent carved graveslabs
which have obviously been moved
into the building for their protection
(Fig. 1). They are similar to the
early medieval graveslabs at
Kilmartin.
They have no
inscriptions, but have a powerful
message: here lies a warrior.
Perhaps the individuals were
recognisable at the time by their
contemporaries from the incised
motifs. They may have been from
burials
of
Knights
Templar
(McKerracher, 1991). The slabs in
the Chapel are all carved from a
fine-grained blue/grey rock which I
Fig. 1 Graveslabs in Chapel
shall call “bluestone” as a simple
near Keilmore.
descriptive. I was intrigued as to
where the stones had been quarried. A likely location was the site at
Doide, just across Loch Sween from the little museum. The site has been
described as follows: “NR 703767. Nearly at the S end of the same ridge,
facing the sea and immediately N of the long drystone dyke from sea to
road shown on 6" OS map, is an abandoned “bluestone” quarry.
Toolmarked fragments are present among the debris.” (CANMORE Doide,
Campbell, 1975). However a 1977 survey concluded that “The foot of the
seaward-facing cliff on the west side of Dun na Doide is littered with slabs
of rock fallen from above, and although rock has most certainly been
quarried from here, the tool-marked fragments noted by Miss Campbell
(1975) were not identified.” (CANMORE Doide).
I visited the location in 2007 and certainly there was a litter of slabs. I
have visited a number of abandoned quarries (although admittedly not
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medieval) but this site looked to me more natural than quarried. But
worse, when I tapped any of the slabs with a hammer I heard a dull thud,
not a ding as I would expect from quality stone. In fact the rock was soft
and easily split. If I had been a 14th century knight looking for rock for my
graveslab I would certainly have rejected this rock. (Of course it might be
argued that all the good rock had been quarried away.) If this had been a
medieval quarry, the rock would have had to have been exported by sea,
and sure enough there is a small beach c 85m to the south which had had
the rocks cleared away some time in the past so that small craft could be
beached here safely, Fig 2.

Fig. 2 Beach with cleared rocks at NR 7025,7662
At the top of the beach at NR 70252,76619 there was a loose block of more
solid blue rock. This blue rock went ding when I tapped it with my
hammer, but more excitingly, it had a toolmark on one side (Fig. 3).
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Fig. 3 Loose “bluestone” block with toolmark.
This looked as if someone had drilled a hole through the rock with a hand
punch and then the rock had split along the line of the hole, so that a long
half-round groove was left with a rather irregular profile. It had not been
made by a pneumatic drill which would have left a smooth regular half
round profile. I took a sample of this rock and of the “quarry” rock and
made thin sections of them. Both samples had a strong schistose fabric.
The “quarry” rock was a quartz-chlorite-calcite schist. The loose block
was an albite-quartz-chlorite-calcite schist. The chlorite in the “quarry”
rock showed anomalous brown birefringence colours, whereas the chlorite
in the loose block did not, suggesting a difference in chemical
composition. My conclusion was that the loose block was not from the
“quarry” location. (For a more complete comparison a geochemical
analysis would be needed.)
My tentative conclusion from this work is that the “quarry” was not a
source of graveslab stone, but perhaps the adjacent beach was a site for the
importation of quality stone (from I know not where) suitable for
fashioning into graveslabs in the hinterland.
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